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Innovative and self-directed individual with strong communication and
interpersonal skills. Able to develop rapport with people of various backgrounds,
cultures, and professional levels. Highly adaptable, dependable, and quick to
learn. Effective problem solver, including under pressure, enjoys the challenge of
achieving goals and accomplishing objectives.
2009 – 2012

ASSEMBLY LINE INSPECTOR - ABC CORPORATION










Provided consistent and effective quality assurance efforts, rejecting substandard products per company protocols.
Played a central role in ensuring the maintaining of production flow at all times.
Maintained seamless communication regarding critical company information
with technicians, supervisors, and operators to ensure smooth operations and
rectify problems.
Proved keen ability to produce consistently outstanding results both
independently and as a team member, without the need for managerial
oversight.
Earned recognition as a leader among peers by driving organizational objectives
and bringing numerous projects to successful conclusions.
Completed all applicable paperwork and provided to management to promote
opportunities to make more sound business decisions.
Inspected unfinished metal Rims for defects in metal and poor work.

2007 – 2009

ASSEMBLY LINE INSPECTOR - DELTA CORPORATION










Provided consistent and effective quality assurance efforts, rejecting substandard products per company protocols.
Played a central role in ensuring the maintaining of production flow at all times.
Maintained seamless communication regarding critical company information
with technicians, supervisors, and operators to ensure smooth operations and
rectify problems.
Proved keen ability to produce consistently outstanding results both
independently and as a team member, without the need for managerial
oversight.
Earned recognition as a leader among peers by driving organizational objectives
and bringing numerous projects to successful conclusions.
Completed all applicable paperwork and provided to management to promote
opportunities to make more sound business decisions.
Inspected unfinished metal Rims for defects in metal and poor work.
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EDUCATION
Associate in Science in Medical - (Ultimate Medical Academy)

SKILLS
Perform Urinalysis.
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